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1. STATUS OF CONTRIBUTIONS r ‘ 

Mr. SIEGEIj announced a gratifying response to the cable sent out at 

the committee fs suggestion to Member Governments which had not paid 

their 1948 and/or 1949 contributions. 

Italy had promised its 1948 contribution during February, and the 

1949 contribution was under consideration by its parliament; India and 

Iran had promised to remit their 1949 contributions immediatelyj the 

Chinese delegation to the United Nations had transmitted the cable to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs j Chile had informed the Director-General 

that the decree had been enacted for payment of its 1948 and 1949 

contributions; Costa Rica had promised payment in Februaryj Mexico 

had promised contributions in March and in U^f ； Paraguay had asked for 

confirmation of the figures. 
2. ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE I\ND ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY 

(EB5/AF/1, Parts II and 工工I) (continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled the stage which the discussion had reached. 

He drew attention to the difficulty of reaching a decision on 

organizational structure at a time when the Organization was in a state 

of transition» The committee might wish in its report to indicate the 

interim nature of its conclusions. 

Division of Organization of Public Health Services 

Mr« MASON, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, recalled his proposal for the 

merging of the above division with the Division of Promotion of Health» 

D r у а л den' BERG was prepared to agree to the two divisions being 

temporarily merged. In the scheme proposed by Dr.取de, the section 

dealing with Health Education of the Public seemed to have disappeared^ 

The committee had been favourably impressed bjr that section during their 

visit to it, and would certainly not wish to suppress it. 

Mr. HANSON厂 adviser to Dr. ííyde，explained that, in order that the 

number of sections should allow of reasonable control， it had been felt 

that the section in question, being at an early stage of developmentд 

might find its place in the Section of Public Health Administration. 



Dr. van den BERG-couM^o-t siipport that view, and suggested -the 

introduction of another echelon by giving the Issistaat tlire<rtar̂  ̂ЗепегаД. 

sperial -supervision over some of the sections in the division, 

Mr. HANS.0N suggested, iba七 the coiranittes recommend that, the Department 

"Of idvi^ry “Seî vicÊS and the 'Department- of Gentral Teefeàcal Services each. 

contain three- divisionsj and that it further lay down in broad terms the 
‘ • « • 

functions of iiheae divlsioas, leaving the Dii-eetoi«-General considerable 

latltuda. mthin that framework to sucii, structure as was warranted. 
* i 

by the mXume. and. г-attire 'of-the "work, 

Jtev va^den BERG was opposed -fco the principle- of only three divisions 

rbev-eèch depftsrfemeirijj- • the _jro3>e- -played by the divisions was very. Jjjportant^ 4 

sino«‘ they were to a great ejcbent responsible for eo-ordination of work^ 

Ibê Department...of...Central Technical Services certainly required four 

divisions and the Department -of.. Advisory Services^ while.it might be able 

to^iluaciÙAf^vilth three divisions at the "present time% would require four • ' 
.in the. nearsfuture.. -

The DIREC-TOH-GENERAI confirmed that by September 1950' at J¿he latest 

tbâ Jepartiuarrfĉ pf • Advisoiy Services -woul<ijnost "i^^uire-iour' 

iivisloija^. ¿^"visn-of ^íshe-Céchriñal-Aosl^tarvoe Pro-grsomnê  acd also -i the 

heavy duties, devolving'-ирас it as a result of the decisions taken at the 

Second World Health Assembly. Even at the present time, the introduction 
4 

of- a thj3eô--.diyia.ixiiiaJL- ¿truetaiipe might prove aneconomical. 

He. made the reservation that, if that structure were adûp.tedj he would 

require-attthorit^' in the event of the work proving tot> ̂ eat for the 
» 

d3xeê ors---of .ar̂r division, to. detach from that division оде or more of its 

sections and -tranafar them to, another üvísídíí,, a procedui-e which, might поъ 
Л ube^souod organizationally. • 

Decision: The committee, bearing in mind the' Directpr-General^s 
reservation, _aixd the observations made by the members in the 
course of discussion, agreed, to recomm^id, as яп interim measure, 
that the Department- of Advisory Services comprise three divisions e 



Mr. HâNSON explained that his proposal had never been intended to 

"freeze" the department at a particular level; he was convinced that 
• •• 

• • . f ' r 

the Director-General must have considerable latitude. 

Department of Central Technical Services 
Mr. MASON recalled the proposal to transfer the section dealing 

.'•.,'•.>•- ‘ - ‘ ‘ ‘ . - . . . ‘ . ‘ 

with Sanitary Conventions and Quarantine and that of Epidemiological 

Studies to the Department of Advisory Services. A decision in that 

connexion would have considerable influence on the number of divisions 

to be retained in the department. 
The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Secretariat was convinced that 

. . . • ' - • • • 

the pláce of the Division of Epidemiology was in the Department of 

Central Technical Services. Epidemiological studies were carried out 

by both departments, by Central Technical Services from the academic 

angle, aod by Advisory Services inasmuch as the results of research 

might be tested by the field services. Even the latter activity, 

however, concerned the Central Technical Services and was in no sense 

an advisory service to governments. It was the normal practice in 

health administration to separate research activities and advisory 

activities. 

He would like to see the four-divisional structure retained. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the Director-General丨s view. 

Mr. HANSON pointed out that tha functions of the Technological 

Section of the Division of Epidemiology seemed to lend themselves to 

division between the section dealing with Sanitary Conventions and 
. . . . . . 1 • ... ,. 

Quarantine on-the one hand and those of Epidemiological Studies or 

Epidemiological Statistics on the other. 

He shared the view previously put forward by Dr. Nazif Bey that if 

epidemiological studies were not integrated with the operating programme 

they would never reach the operational stage. 

T h e information.functions of Epidemiological Statistics and Information 

might Ьэ retained in the Department of Central Technical Services as a 



section of the Division of Health Statistics. . . . ‘ 
•• • - ’ ’' ‘ ^ . ‘‘ ^ • 
. . . . . . . . . • - - • 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL laid considerable emphasis on ¿he £асф that 

epidemiological information was not a statistical function^ and it was . 

with such information that the section, despite its misleading name/ dealt. 

The Division of Health Statistics was concerned with the technique of the 

use of statistics, and its director would be considerably embarrassed by 

having the functions of collection and dissemination of current epidem-

iological information thrust upon him. Such a step would be disruptive 

of academic-work within the Division of Health Statistics. 

Dr. HIDE said that the section of Epidemiological Statistics and 

Information had on file a large volume of health statistic,д.. whi.qh might 

be of use to the Division of Health Statistics, as the repository of such 

information. 
.. . ' . , : i 
• ' . . . - . . , 、 . • 》 . 

Dr. van den BERG objected that most branches of any organization 

carried material useful for statistical work； A distinction must be made, 
‘ 

however, between technical administrative work and statistical work, а Ш 
b s t w e e n t h e personnel employed in the two branches. 

Dr. MCKENZIE said that a section of epidemiological statistics and 

information had operated satisfactorily for 25 years, and there seemed no 

reason to change its form at that juncture. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL emphasized the difficulties awaiting the 

Director of ihe Department of Advisory Services if the tro sections in 

question were to be transferred from the Division of Epidemiology. 

. M r , HANSON thought that if the Division of Epidemiology was. retained 

in the Department of Central Technical Services, it might be advisable to 

recast tte form of the two divisions in Advisory Services； other than that 

of Professional and Technical Education. 

Dr. ELIOT, Assistant Director-General,, observed that a section dealing 

with communicable diseases other than malaria ̂ tuberculosis and venereal 

disease, would always be required in a Division of Communicable Disease 

Services, whatever its structure. 



A large proportion of the work of that division would be on the priority-

subjects laid down by the Health Assembly, and with the advent of Technical 

Assistance the malaria programme in particular would be increased; the work 

was sufficiently heavy to warrant four sections and a separate division, 

Mr. TALJAARD, adviser to Dr. Gear, reminded the committee that the 
參 ‘ 

purpose of the reorganization proposed by Dr# Î rde had been to reduce the 

number of divisions by two and to eliminate several sections. 

Decision: The committee agreed to recommend that the Department 
of Central Technical Services be retained in its broad outlines 
as proposed by the Director-General in document EB5/AF/1, Part II, 
Section 1. 

A short discussion ensued as to a suitable name for the Co-ordination of 
y 

Research Section within the Division of Therapeutic Substances, 

Mr. MA.S0N̂  considering that both "co-ordination" and "research" were 

somewhat abstract terms, was in favour of calling the section "Development of 

Therapeutic Substances"• 

Dr. HYDE felt the latter title unsuitable for a section which had also to 

deal with the World Influenza Centre• 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL warned the committee of the difficulty of trying to 

express in a single title the often manifold activities of a section. It 

would be particularly dangerous if the name were to be allowed to determine 

the activities. 

Mr. MASON advised the transfer of the Tuberculosis Research Office at 

Copenhagen to the Tuberculosis Seation of the Division of Communicable 

Disease Services, in order to facilitate liaison,.and because the emphasis 

within the Division of Therapeutic Substances might subsequently swing away 
from tuberculosis. 

Decision: The committee agreed to recommend that the Director-
General be asked to bear irn mind the suggestions made in the 
course of discussion witVi regard to the Division of Therapeutic 
Substances. 



Department of Administration and Finance .‘ 
• •.. 

Dr. van den BERG suggested that • the ...Office of Conference and General 

Services might be incorporated in the Division of Administrative Management 
• 

and Personnel, 

Mr. SIEGEL thought such a reorganization would be quite possible. 

Mr. HA.NSON was willing to, abide by the Director-General's opinion. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that in most organizations the Conference and 

General Services would have the status of a division, but it was not large 

enough for that in the World Health Organization because the United Nations 

carried out many of the functions with regard to "-.house-keeping" personnel. 

Dr. HYDE intimated that certain governmental quarters, on the basis of 

increased supervision and control of the work of the Organization, would like 

to see the Department of Adrainistratiçn and Finance a part of the Director-

General's Office, headed by an executive officer. 

He himself preferred to retain the department in the form presented in 

EB5/AF/1. 
^ . . . 

Mr. SIEGEL suggested that to combine the functions of the Division of 
� 

Administrative Management and Personnel with those of Conference and General 

Services could result in a diminution of efficiency. 
‘ • 

Dr. van den BERG did not press his point. 

Decision; The committee agreed to recommend that the Director-
General be asked to consider the possibility of transferring the 
Office of Conference and General Services to the Division of 
Administrative Management and Personnel, 

The CHAIRMAN considered it advisable for the committee in its interim 

report to recognize the fact that the Constitution, the functions inherited 

by the Organization, the decisions of the Interim Commission and subsequently 

of the First and Second World Health Assemblies and of the Executive. Board 

had all influenced the structurai form of the Orgahization, even though such 

influence might not lend itself to analysis. 



île regretted that time had not allowed the committee completely 

to formúlate its philosophy, but thought that mention must be made of 

the principle that health in all its aspects could only be achieved 

by tha true decentralization of the Organization, and the fact that 

regional!zation did not necessarily mean real and complete decentralization. 

钍 ^ h U 购 P a r t 7 of the Standing 
Сошлаttee_on A^i.nistration and Finance …戋 
‘ i i .. • • . ； 

Гпе CHAIRMAN presented the paper to the committee and pointed 

out that it should be read in conjunction with the Director-General's 

report in Part III of document EB5/AF/1. He asked if the working 

party had given consideration to the question of geographical 

distribution. 

Dr. STAMPAR was strongly of the opinion that under the heading 

"Number of Staff employed", a critical study of geographical 

distribution should be made. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the view of Dr. Stanpar. The 

problem of geographical distribution was a very difficult one; the 

Organization had been criticized on this score and the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance should certainly give its 

viewsbon the matter. 

The CHAIRÍáAN doubted whether a detailed study of the subject 

could be made by the working party in the time available. 

Dr. STiiMPAR stated that if the committee did not study the 

question he would himself raise it at the meeting of the Executive Boai-d. 

Mr. SIEGEL said it should be clearly stated that the Director-

General was not satisfied with what it had been possible to а сhieve to 

date in the matter of geographical distribution;; the problema -теге 

enormous.and although great efforts had been made to achieve equitable 

geographical distribution the situation still left much to be desired. 

The Director-General would welcome a detailed study, either by the 

committee or by the working party, of this very real problem. 
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Dr. STAMPAR stressed that the Organization had been criticized 

on this point in almost every Health Assembly0 It was well known that 

there were very real difficulties to be faced and an extensive study of 
' » 

the question might provide some solution; it was obvious that there were 

many countries not in a position to supply staff with the necessary quali-

fications to fill the top posts and a working party with full information 

with regard to the difficulties, to be encountered would be able to defend 

certain actions which had been taken and provide a reply to criticisms 

which had been rimed at the Organization on this score• 

The CHAIRMAN asked Mr, Hanson if such a study could be undertaken 

at this stagee 

Mr, HANSOïb adviser to Dr, Hyde, stated that the working party-

would be faced limnediately with the necessity of fixing criteria for 

such an analysis: the question mnild have to be studied in relation to 

populations^ contributions^ resorvoirs of competent people, etcj an exten-

sive internal study would have to be carried out among members of the 

staff. He did not feel that the time available would be adequate. 

The DIRECTOR坊GÊNERAI, seated that he would welcome wholeheartedly'the 

assistance which such a study would provide. The problem of geographical 

distribution had bedevilled the Organization from the outsetj a certain 

number of personnel had been inherited but in the с ase of each staff 

member engaged the question of geographical distribution had been 

taken into consideration. In spite of this, the present situation 

left much to be desired. Linked to the difficulty of finding staff 

with the necessary qualifications in some countries^ there was also 

the fact that in many cases, even у\гЬэп they could be found, they 

could not be spared by their own governments, In some cases it 

had been decided to make sacrifices in the matter of efficiency in 

order to fulfil the requirements of geogr ：. ical distribution^ in others， 

it sometimes became urgently necessary to proceed with work, "with the 

result that adequately qualified persons, immedicitely available, had to be 

employed^ even such appointments were not from geographical areas 
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not well-represented on the staff. Any assistance or advice which a 

working party or the committee could offer in solving this problem would 

be very welcome indeed, 

Mr* SIEGEL added that Dr. Stampar1s remarks had suggested the type 

of work which a working party might be able to do. It might be that a 

careful analysis would reveal that there was at present an unsatisfactory 

approach tn the problem and if this were the case the administration would 

be glad to have its attention drawn to it. It might also be that such a 

study would lead to the conclusions that the quota system was not practi-

cable in an organization such as \¡VOy or that the necessary reservoirs of 

adequately qualified people did not exist in certain countries, and in 

that case-it would be well that a clear statement to this effect should 

be made. 

Mr. ROSEMAN, adviser to Dr. Hyde, felt that in the time available it 

would only be possible to express an opinion on the action already taken by 

the Director-General and to suggest what governments might do to assist 

in obtaining a wider geographical distribution. 

Dr. STAMPAR thought that the only criteria it was. possible to esta-

blish were those of efficiency and technical knowledge. He i/iu of the 

opinion, however, that certain nations were overrepresented in the 

Organization; the Assembly should be informed as to the facts and as to 

the difficulties with regard to this matter. 

Mr. MAISON, adviser to Dr, Mackenzie3 stated that no one would disa-

gree with Dr. Stampar1s remarks, but an examination of the necessary infor-

mation would be a very long processí it might be undertaken at a later date# 

Dr. STAMPAR, in reply to a reference to the advertising of vacancies, 

said he did not think that a vertising would provide a solutions govern-

ments did not respond to advertising. He thought that recruitment officers 

should go into the countries and discuss requirements personally with 



the authorities; initial contracts should be for not more than one or 

two years. He hiftiself had. no experience in hiring international staff/ 

but if there were criticisms of the Organization on this account the 

committee should explain the difficulties encountered； it was well known 

that the Director-General had applied to governments and had had no response. 

The CHAIRMAN said there was undoubtedly full agreement with the point 

of view put forward by Dr. Stampar and since the question of geographical 

distribution was fundamental and went beyond the terms of reference of the 

committee, he would suggest that the committee empower him to draw the 

attention of the Executive Board to this important matter and suggest 

that the Board should consider setting up a working party during the present 

session to go into this matter. 

Decision; That the Chairman request the Executive Board 
\ to consider immediately the fundamentally 

important question of geogrephical distribution 
of the staff of the Organization. 

№ e CHAIÍíMAN expressed the thanks of the committee to Mr. Hanson, 

Mr. Masott and their colleagues for tho excellent work done in the production 

of the document in question. 

Mr. SIEŒL drew attention to a slight error in Appendix В to the 

‘document before the committee: the figuro in the 1950 column (Headquarters—, 

Grade 15, should read 35 and the total of that column should be 438. With 

regard to paragraph 7 on page 3 concerning the ratio of higher- to lower-

grade staff in the Department of Administration and Finance, it should be 

remembered that during the discussion it had been explained that at the 

present time there was 她at.was considered a minimum staff，since 

Administration and Fiance had as many and varied problems of policy etc. 

to deal with as would be the case in an operation several times larger 

than at present. It had also been explained that the basic staff in 

Administration and Finance would, with the addition of some lower-grade 

employees, be able to deal with the expanded Technical Assistance Programme 

when it came into operation. If the working party had included the house-



keeping functions of the Department of Administration and Finance in its 

calculations, the ratio of lower-grade personnel would have been larger. 

With regard to paragraph 15 concerning classification, the committee 1 

should bear in mind that the classification plan adopted as from 1 

December 1949 was developed by two consultants brought in from outside 

•v\4io had spent three months studying the workings of the Organization 

and the plans envisaged for the future. Rule 16 of the Staff Regulations, 

whereby positions in 丽0 must be classified in accordance with the duties 

and responsibilities of each Dost, formed tiie basis of the plan developed. 

I七 was felt that this plan was Dy no means perfect, but that it was at 

least a reasonable one #iich could be improved upon as the Organization 

progressed and gained experience. When this plan was under discussion 

with the irking party a number of very constructive suggestions had been 

made； they had been welcomed and would be acted upon, lith regard to 

paragraph 31, the word «attendance» in sub-paragraph (b) should read 

"participation®, since the percentages shown in EB5/AF/l^ Part III, 

referred to work incidental to meetings, not to simply attending them. 

Mr. MASON, adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, said he considered Mr. Siegel's 

comments теге very reasonable and he wished to take the opportunity of • 

thanking him and Mr. Grant for their co-operaticn with the working party. 

The CHAIRMAN said Mr. Siegel's comments would be included in the 

report covering the document, Ydiich latter would be submitted to the 

Executive Board as the committe's report on staffing, 

Dr, ELIOT expressed herself as in agreement with the first lines of 

paragraph 33 一 Use of Staff - but with regard to paragraph 35, it was true 

让at certain sections could function at the present time with a single 

medical officer but there were other sections where such an arrangement 

would seriously hamper the work� In the field of nutrition, 
f o r example д it was extremely ijnportant that there should be 



a competent assistant in the section so that field work could be done from 

headquarters; it was necessary for the director to make a number of field 

trips in connexion with the work with F.'.O and with governments and it was 

essential that there should be a competent person at Headquarters to carry 

on tbe work during his absence; it was most desirable that there should be 

two highly qualified officers in charge of priority subjects. A large 

part of the. work was concerned with the servicing of other international 

agencies, both governmental and non-governmental, and in the priority aub-

jects particularly the work would be greatly hampered if there were only-

one medical officer. 

Mr..艦SON thought that the wording of the paragraph made provision 

for exceptional cases while laying down a general basic pattern; with 

decentralization the situation would be eased. 

Dr. ELIOT stressed that in sections where the programme was very 

highly specialized it was not possible to follow what Mr. Mason called 

"a basic pattern", 

The GHAimN stated that the remarks of Dr. Eliot on paragraph 35 

would be included in the report. 

Mr. SIEGEL said he had not been present at the discussions of the 

T/rorking party with regard to a sliding scale for salaries and allowances 

and he felt the committee should be reminded that such a system would 

entail setting up additional staff at Headquarters to study costs of living 

throughout the world. If the United Nations and the other specialized 

agencies agreed on such a' plan and if all the international organizations 

would set up joint machinery to maintain a continual -survey of costs of 

living in every country, then such an arrangement might be practicable, 

but it would be impossible for WHO to undertake such a task without 

incurring very considerable expense. Efforts had been made over a period 

of three years to assess living costs in Geneva alone and no satisfactory 

report had yet been produced. He suggested, in view of the situation, 

that the committee might wish to insert a provision similar to that 



Dr. STkWhR asked whether advisers enjoying the hospitality of 

governments also received allowances. 

Mr. SIEGEL replied that this depended on the nature of the assignments 

a demonstration team remaining in a country for a year did not receive a 

travelling allowance afte.r arriváL in the country; they received an install-

stion allowance and from that time on were on the same basis as staff 

.’ members at Headquarters. Staff remaining for only a short period received 

travelling allowances. 

Mr. ROSEMâN, adviser to Dr. Hyde, felt that it would be impossible to 

adopt a sliding-scale system until it was adopted by other organizations 

but that the United Nations should be informed that it was considered 

desirable that such a system should be adopted. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with Mr. Roseman that it was desirable to 

aim at the adoption of a sliding-scale system and he looked forward to the 
d a y W h e n t h e U n i t e d Nations and the specialized agencies would be able to 

agree in their assessment of living costs. He did not consider that the 

specialized agencies should introduce separate systems. In the meantime 

he agreed that Ш 0 should make known to the Secretary-General its desire to 
arrlv-e a t â n agreement on this subject as soôn as possible. 

Dr. van den BERG pointed out that' living costs and travelling costs 

were not necessarily at the same level in each country. 

Mr. SIEGEL said that another problem was that staff members working in 

the field w«re often in rural and difficult areas and living costs in the 

capital would be irrelevant.-I 

Mr. HANSON said that he and his colleagues agreed to the insertion of 

the same paragraph as that at the end of paragraph 11 (subject to certain 

minor changes to be agreed with Mr. Siegel). 

It was agreed that the paragraph in question should be inserted. 



Mr. SIEGEL reminded the committee that the Executive Board had • V 
approved the document EB5/67 referred to in paragraph 38 with the 1 

• f 

reservation that it could be reconsidered if there were any further « 

questions raised by the Standing Committee. 

The CHAIRMAN said that the only further point was that the Secretary-

General should be informed that WHO considered it desirable to adopt 
4 

differential scales of salaries and allowances as soon as practicable• 

Dr, van den BERG asked for the conunents of the Director-General on 

paragraph 26. 

The DIRECTOR-ŒNERAL stated that the practice of “ seconding" for longer 

or shorter periods had.been adopted on a fairly extensive scale• The first 

part of the paragraph referred to the general problem of recruitment. When 

the Technical Assistance Programme started, work would increase very-

rap idly and it would be necessary to acquire suitable staff quickly; again 

the difficulty of geographical distribution would arise. If countries were 

asked to nominate candidates it sometimes took two months for nominations to 

arrive， and another two months elapsed before the appointed candidate could 

be released. It would obviously not be possible to wait from three to five 

months for staff to carry out the Technical Assistance Programme. 

Dr. van den BERG asked if it were the general practice to search the 

recruitment files.‘ 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that lê rge numbers of applications were 

received but, generally speaking, most o£ them were from people belonging to 

countries already over-represented; highly-qualified people were to be found 

in relatively few countries; in the small countries there were so few that 

they could rarely be spared. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that the paper prese inte d by the working party would 

be submitted, together with the various commentas by members of the committee, 

as part of the report of the Standing Committee to the Executive Board. 

The meeting rose at 6 p,nf. 
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STATUS OF CONTRIBUTIONS 

T h e SECPlETARY" announced a gratifying response to the cable sent out at 
• 、 ...

:
"...二 ..二 ......... ‘ • ..... • 

the committee fs suggestion to Member Governments which had not paid 

their 1948 and/or 1949 contributions. 

Italy had promised its 1948 contribution during February,, and the 

1949 contribution was under consideration by its parliament; India and 

Iran had promised to remit their 1949 contributions immediately) the 

Chinese delegation to the United Nations had transmitted, the cable to the 

Ministry of Foreign Affairs; Chile had informed the Director-General 

that the decree had been enacted for payment of its 1948 and 1949 

contributions； Costa Rica had promised payment in February； Mexico 

had promised contributions in March and in M^r ; Paraguay had asked for 
. . . . . . . . . . ( . 

confirmation of the figures, 

ORGANIZATIONAL STRUCTURE M D ADMINISTRATIVE EFFICIENCY 
(EB5/AFA, Parts II and III) (continuation) 

The CHAIRMAN recalled, the stage which the discussion had reached. 

He drew attention ;to the difficulty of reaching a decision on 

organizational structure at a time when the Organization was in a state 

of transition* The ççmmittee might wish in its report to indicate the 

interim nature of its conclusions, < 

Division of.Organization of Public Health Services 

Mr. MASONj adviser to Dr. Mackenzie, recalled his proposal for the 

merging of the above division with the Division of Promotion of Health• 

Dr.' van den,BERG was prepared to agree to the two divisions being 

temporarily merged. In the scheme proposed by Dr. Byde} the section 

dealing with Health Education of the Public seemed to have disappeared. 

The committee had been favourably impressed by that section during their 

yiî5it to it) and would certainly not wish to suppress it. • ^ 

Mr. HANSON^ adviser to Dr. Bydey explained that, in order that the 

number of sections should allow ef reasonable control, it had been felt 
. ^ \ V.» - ...»«.•... 

• •‘ . .. • • • •‘‘ ….• ..• • •' ..... ,„ • . - • '.<. • . ..,". - ..
1
 •'. ‘ 1 ............ .... . ... that the section ip .question., being at an early stage of development, 

•. . ' ^；'•.'.'：'• • - ‘ , _ . •• 

might find its place in the Section of Public Health Administration, 



Dr. van den BERG could not support that, view, and suggested the 

introduction of another echelon by giving the Assistant Director-General 

special supervision over some of the sections in the division.. 

‘ HANSON suggested that the committee recommend that the Department 

of Advisory Services and the Department of Central Technical Services each 

contain three divisions ； and that it further lay down in broad terms the 

functions of those divisions, leaving the Director-General considerable 

latitude within that framevrork to develop such structure as was warranted 

by. the volume and nature of the work. 

Dr. van den BERG was opposed to the principle of only three divisions 

for each department； the role played by the divisions was very important, 

since they were to a great extent responsible for co-ordination of work. 

The Department of Central Technical Services certainly required four 

divisions and the Department of Advisory Services, while it might be able 

to function with three divisions at the present time, would require four 

in the near future. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL confirmed that by September•1950 at the latest 

the Department of Advisory Services would most certainly require four 

divisions, in view of the.Technical Assistance Programme, and also of the 

heavy duties devolving upon it as a result of the decisions taken at the 

Sccond World Health Assembly. Even at the present time, the introduction 

of a three-divisional structure might prove unoconomical. 

He made the reservation that, if that structure were adopted, he would 

require authority in the event of the work proving too great for the 

directors of any division, to dctach from that division one or more of its 

sections and transfer them to another division, a procedure which might not 

be sound organizationally. . 

Decision; . The committeG, bearing in mind the Director-General1 s 
reservation, and the observations made‘by the. members in the 
course of discussion, agreed to. recommend, as an interim measure, 
that the Department of Advisory Services compriso three divisions. 



Mr. HA.NSON explained that his proposal had never been intended to 

"freeze" the department at a particular level; he was convinced that 

the Director-General must have considerable latitude. 

Department of Central Technical Services 

Mr. MASON recalled the proposal to transfer the section dealing 

with Sanitary Conventions and Quarantine and that of Epidemiological 

Studies to the Department of Adviscry-Servlces. A decision in that 

connexion would have-considerable influence on the number of divisions 

to be retained in the department. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL said that the Secretariat was convinced that 

the place of the Division of Epidemiology was in the Department of 

Central Technical Services. Epidemiological studies were carried out 

by both departments, by Central Technical Services from the academic 

angle, and by Advisory Services inasmuch as the results of research 

might be tested by the field services. Even the latter activity, 

however, concerned the Central Technical Services and was in no sense 

an advisory service to governments. It was the normal practice in 

health administration to separate research activities and advisory-

activities. 

He would like to see the four-divisional structure retained. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the Director-General's view. 

Mr. HA.NS0N pointed out that tho functions of the Technological 

Section of the Division of Epidemiology seemed to. lend themselves to 

division between the section dealing with Sanitary Conventions and 

Quarantine on the one hand and those of Epidemiological Studies or 

Epidemiological Statistics on the other. 

He shared the view previously put forward by Dr� Nazif Bey that if 

epidemiological studies were not integrated with the operating programme 

they would never reach tha operational stage. 

The information functions of Epidemiological Statistics and Information 

might be retained in the Department of Central Technical Services as a 
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section of the Division of Hoaíth Statistics. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL laid considerable emphasis on the fact that 

epidemiological information m s not a statistical function, and it was 

with such information that the section, despite its misleading name, dealt. 

The Division of Health Statistics was concerned with the technique of the 

use of statistics, and its director would be considerably embarrassed by 

having the functions of collection and dissemination'of current epidem-
i 0 l 0 g i c a l information thrust upon him. Such a step would be disruptive 

of academic work within the Division of Health Statistics. 

Dr. HIDE said that the section of Epidemiological Statistics and 
Information had on file a large volume of health statistics which might 

be of use to the Division of Health Statistics, as the repository of such 
information. 

Dr. van den BERG objected that most branches of any organization 

carried material useful for statistical work. A distinction must be made, 

however, between technical administrative work and statistical work, arxi 

between the personnel employed in the two branches. 

Dr. MCKENZIS said that a section of epidemiológica! statistics and 

Í n f 0 r m a t Í O n h a d ° p e r a t 3 d ^tisfactorily for 25 years, and there seemed no 
reason to change its form at that juncture. 

№ e DIRECTOR-GENERAL emphasized the difficulties awaiting the 

Director of 让e Department of Advisory Services if the 饭о sections in 

question were to be transferred from the Division of Epidemiology. 

蚍.MNSON thought that if the Division of Epidendology was. retained 

in the Department of Central Technical Services, it might be advisable to 

recast _ form of the t.o divisions in Advisory Services, other than that 

of Professional and Technical Education. 

Dr. ELIOT Assi4t3n+ г и ” ^ ( л Department of Advisoiy Services, A S S 1 3 t a n t D^ector-General,./observed that a section dealing 
with communicable diseases other than malaria, tuberculosis and venereal 

disease, would always be required in a Division of Communicable Disease 

Services, whatever its structure. 



A large propcrtrioiî oXwtlTe—work oí that-division would be-cm ъпе priority-

subjects laid down by the Health Assembly, and m t h the advent of Technical 

Assistance the malaria programme in particular would be increased; the work 

was sufficiently heavy to warrant four sections and a separate division. 

Mr. TALJAARD, adviser to Dr. Gear, reminded the coiranittee that the 

purpose of the reorganization proposed by T)r. Hyde had been to reduce the 

number of. divisions by two and to eliminate, several sections. 

Decision: The committee agreed to recommend that the Department 
of Central Technical Services be retained in its broad outlines . 
as proposed by the Director-General in document EB5/AF/1, Part II, 
Section 1. 

A short discussion ensued as to a suitable name, for the Co-ordination of 
• у 

Research Section within the Division of Therapeutic Substances. 

Mr. MASON, considering that both "co-ordination" and "research" were 

somewhat abstract terms, was in favour of calling the section "Development of 

Therapeutic Substances". 
Dr. HYDE felt the latter title unsuitable for a section which had also to 

/ * 

deal with the World Influenza Centre. 

The OIRECTORr-GENERAL warned the coiranittee of the difficulty of trying to 

express in a single title the often manifold activities of a section. It 

would be particularly dangerous if the name were to be allowed to determine 

the activities. 

Mr. MASON advised the transfer of the Tuberculosis Research Office at 

Copenhagen to the -Tuberculosis Section of the Division of Communicable 

Disease Services, in order to facilitate liaison, and because the emphasis 

within the Division of Therapeutic 
Substances might sub s e que nt ly swi.ng away 

from tuberculosis. 

.Decision: The committee agreed to recommend that the Director-
General be asked to bear i m mind the .suggestions made in the 
.course of discussion wifn regard' to the Division óf Therapeutic 
Substances. 
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Department of Adoini strati on and Finance 

Dr. van den BERG suggested that the Office of Conference and General 
» 

Services might be incorporated in the Division of Administrative Management 
• 

and Personnel. 

The SECRETARY thought such a reorganization would be quite possible. 

Mr, HA.NS0N was willing to abide by the Director-General' s opinion. ... 
The DIRECTORS-GENERAL said that in most organizations the Conference and 

General Services would have the status of a division, but it was not large 

enough for that in the World Health Organization because the United Nations 

carried out many of the functions with regard to "house-keeping" personnel. 

Dr. HÏDE intimated that certain governmental quarters, on the basis of 

increased supervision and control of the work of the Organization, would like 

to see the Department of Administration and Finance a part of the Director-

General's Office, headed by an executive officer. 

He himself preferred to retain the department in the form presented in 

EB5/AF/1. 

The SECRETARY suggested that to combine the functions of the Division of 

Administrative Management and Personnel with those of Conference and General 

Services could result in a diminution of efficiency. 

Dr. van den BERG did not press his point. 

Decisiom The committee agreed to recommend that the Director-. 
General be asked to consider the possibility of transferring the 

‘ Office of Cortference and General Services to the Division of 
Administrative Management and Personnel, 

The CHAIRMAN considered it advisable for the committee in its interim 

report to recognize the fact that the Constitution, the functions inherited 

by the Organization, the decisions of the Interim Commission and subsequently 

of the First and Second World Health Assemblies and of the Executive Board 
• . • •. . . . 

had all influenced the structural form of the Organization, even though such 

influence might not lend itself to analysis. 



He regrettéd that time had not allowed the committee completely 

to formate its philosophy, but thought that mention must be made of 

the principle that health in all its aspects could only be achieved 

by tbe true decentralization of the Organization, and the fact that 

regionalization did not necessarily mean real and complete decentralization. 

^ ^ f i n g l — i t i e d J ^ U i l ^ n g g r U f the_Standing 
Committee on Administration and Finance ~' — 
v-. XL ； 

The CHAIRMAN presented the paper to the committee and pointed 

out that it should be read, in conjunction with the Director-General's 

report in Part 工II of d&cument EB5/AF/1. He asked if the working 

party had given consideration to the question of geographical 

distribution. 

Dr. STAMPAR was strongly of the opinion that under the heading 

"Number of Staff employed", a critical study of geographical 

distribution should be made. 

Dr. van den BERG supported the view of Dr, Stanpar. The 

problem of geographical distribution was a very difficult one; the 

Organization had been criticized on this score and the Standing 

Committee on Administration and Finance should certainly give its 

vieweuon the matter. 

The CHAIRMAN doubted whether a detailed study of the subject 

could be made by the working party in the time available. 

Dr. STivMPAR stated that if the committee did not study the 

question he would himself raise it at the meeting of the Executive Board. 

The . SECrUTARY aaid it should be clearly stated that the Director-

General was not satisfied with what it had been possible to а сhieve to 

date in the matter of geographical distribution^;, the problème -vere 

enormoufl.and although great efforts had been made to achieve equitable 

geographical distribution the situation still left much to be desired. 

The Director-General would welcome a detailed study, either by the. 

committee or by the working party, of this very real problem. 
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Dr. STAMPAR stressed that the Organization had been criticized 

on this point in almost every "Щ0 meeti»|；. v.- it was well known that 

there were very real difficulties to be faced and an extensive study of 

the question might provide some solution; it wps obvious that there were 

many countries not in a position to supply staff with the necessary quali-

fications to fill the top posts and a working party with full information 

with regard.to the difficulties, to be encountered would be able to defend 

certain actions which had been taken and provide a reply to criticisms 

which had been aimed at the Organization on this score, 

The CHAIRMAN asked Mr. Hanson if such a study could be undertaken 

at this stage. 

Mr. HANSON/ adviser to Dr. Hyde, stated that the working party-

would be faced immediately with the necessity of fixing criteria for 

such an analysis: the question would have to be studied in relation to 

populations, contributions, reservoirs of competent people, etc; an exten-

sive internal study would have to be carried out among members of the 

staff. He did not feel that the time available would be•adequate. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that he would welcome wholeheartedly-the 

assistance which such a study would provide. The problem of geographical 

distribution had bedevilled the Organization from the outset; a certain 

number of personnel had been inherited but in' the case of each staff 

member engaged the question of geographical distribiition had been 

taken into consideration. In spite of this, the present situation 

left much to be desired. Linked to the difficulty of finding staff 

with the necessary qualifications in some countries, there was also 

the fact that in many cases, even when they could be found, they 

could not be spared by their own governments. In some cases it 

had been decided to make, sacrifices in the matter of efficiency in 

order to fulfil the requirements of geographical distribution , in others 

it sometimes became urgently necessary to proceed with ivcrlc, -with the 

result that a dequately qualified persons, immediately available, had to be 

employed, even thiugh such appointments were not from geographical areas 
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not well-represented on the staff. Any assistance or advice which a 

working party or the committee could offer in solving this problem would 

be very welcome indeed. 

The SECÏîETARY added that Dr. Stamper's remarks had suggested the type 

of work which a working party might.be able to do. It might be that a 

careful analysis would reveal that there was at preseat an unsatisfactory 

approach to the problem and if. this were the case the•administration would 

Ъе glad to have its attention drawn to it. It might also be that such a 

study would lead to the conclusions that the quota system was not practi-

cable in an organization such as WHO, or that the necessary reservoirs of 

adequately qualified people did not-exist in certain countries, and in 

that case2.it would be well that a clear statement to this effect should 

be made. . 

Mr. ROSEMáN, adviser to Dr, ífyde, felt that in.the time available it 

would only be possible to express an opinion on the action already taken by 

the Director-General and to suggest what governments might do to assist 

in obtaining a wider geographical distribution. 

Dr. STAMPAR thought that the only criteria it was possible to esta-

blish were those of efficiency and technical knowledge. He was of the 

opinion, however, that certain nations were overrepresented in the 
Health ‘ 

Organization] the/Assembly should be informed as to the facts and as to 

the difficulties with regard to this matter. 

: Ш ч stated that no one would disa-

gree with Dr. Stampar's remarks, but an examination of the necessary infor-

mation would be a very long processj it might be undertaken at a later date, 

Dr. STAMPAR, in reply to a reference to the advertising cf vacancies, 

said, he did not think that a vertising would provide a solutions govern-

ments did not respond to advertising. He. thought that recruitment officers 

should go into the countries and discuss requirements personally with 



the authorities； initial contracts should be for not more than one or 

two years. He himself had. no experience in hiring international staff,‘ 

but if there were critieisms of the Organization on,this account the 

committee should explain the difficulties encountered; it was'well known 

that the Director-General had applied to governments and had had no response. 

The CHAIRMAN said there was undoubtedly full agreement with the point 

of view put forward by Dr. Stampar and sinco the question of geographical 

distribution was fundamental and went beyond the terms of reference of the 

committee, he would suggest that the committee empower him to Oraw the 

attention of the Executive Board to this important matter and suggest 

that the Board should consider setting up a working party during the present 

session to go into this matter. 

Decision: That the Chairman request the Executive Board 
• to consider immediately the fundamentally 

important question of gaogrephical distribution 
of the staff of the Organization. 

The CHAIRMAN expressed the thanks of ths committee to Mr. Hanson, 

Mr. Masoh and their colleagues for the-excellent work done in the production 

of the document in question. 

The Si;aî ?A.irdrew attention to a slight error in Appendix В to the 

document before the committee: the figuro in the 1950 column (Headquarters , 
•тшГ 

Grade 15) should read 35 and the total of that column should be 43S. With 

regard to paragraph 7 on page 3 concerning the ratio of higher- to lowor-

grade staff in the Department of Administration and Finance, it should be 

remembered that during the discussion it had been explained that at the 

present time there was what was• considered a minimum staff, since 

Administration and Fiabnce had as иащ/ and varied problems of policy etc. 

to.deal with as would be the caso in an operation several times larger 

than at present. It had also been explained that the basic staff in 

Administration and Finance would, with the addition of some lower-grade 

employees, be able to deal with the expanded Technical Assistance Programme 

when it came into operation. If the working party had included the house-



keeping functions of Ijhe Department of Administration and Finance in its 

calculations, the ratio of lower-grade personnel would have been larger. 

With regard to paragraph 15 concerning classification, the committee 

should bear in mind that the classification plan adopted as from 1 

December 1949 was developed by two consultants brought in from outside 

池0 had spent three months studying the vrorkings of the Organization 

and the plans envisaged for the future. Rule 16 of the Staff Regulations, 

whereby positions in Ш 0 must be classified in accordance with the duties 

and responsibilities of each nost, formed the basis of the plan developed. 

It was felt that this plan was oy no means perfect, but that it was at 

least a reasonable one #iich could be improved upon as the Organization 

progressed and gained experience. Ihen this plan was under discussion 

with the working party a number of very constructive suggestions had been 

made ； they had been iwelcomed and would be acted upon. With regard to 

paragraph 31, the word "attendance" in sub-paragraph (b) should read 

"participation", since the percentages shown in EB5/AF/1, Part 工II， 

referred to work incidental to meetings, not to simply attending them, 

‘ -íír'<' IVIASQN said he considered Mr. Siegel»s 

comments were very reasonable and he wished to take the opportunity of 

thanking him and Mr. Grant for their co-operation with the working party. 

The CHAIRMAN said Mr. Siegel丨s comments would be included in the 

report covering the document,池ich latter would be submitted to the 

Executive Board as the conanitte ' s report on staffing. " 

Dr. ELIOT expressed horself as in agreement with the first lines of 

paragraph 33 - Use of Staff 一 but mth regard to paragraph 35, it was true 

让at certain sections could fbnction at the present time with a single 

medical officer but there were other sections тчЬеге such an arrangement 

wo^ld seriously hamper th® work. In the field of nutrition, . 

for example, it was extremely Important that there should be 
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a' competent assistant in the section so that field work could be done from 

H sadquartersit was necessary for the director to make a number of field 

trips in connexion with the work with F:'.0 and with governments and it was 

esséntial that there should be a competent person at Headquarters to carry 

on tiiework during his absence; it was most desirable that there should be 

two highly qualified officers in charge of priority subjects. A large 

part of the work was concerned with the servicing of other international 

agencies, both governmental and non-governmental, and in the priority eub-

jects particularly the work would be greatly hampered if there were only-

one medical officer. 

Mr.. M^SON thought that the wording of the paragraph made provision 

for exceptional cases while laying down a general basic pattern; with 

decentralization the situation would be eased. 

Dr. ELIOT stressed that in sections where the programme was yeiy 

highly specialized it was not possible to follow what Mr. Mason called 

"a basic pattern". 

The CHAIRM/iN stated that the remarks of Dr. Eliot on paragraph .35 

would be included in the report. ., 

The SECRiOTAJlY said he had not been present at the discussions of the 

working party with regard to a sliding scale for salaries and allowances 
• . - � 

and he felt the committee should be reminded that sucH a system would 

entail setting up additional staff at Headquarters to study costs of living 

throughout the world. If the United Nations and the other specialized 

agencies agreed on such a' plan and if all the international organizations 

would set up joint machinery to maintain a continual survey of costs of . .. 

living in every country, then such an Arrangement might be practicable, 

but it would be impossible for WHO to undertake such a task without 

incurring very considerable expense.. Efforts had been made over a period 

of three years to assess living costs in Geneva alone and no satisfactory 

report had yet been produced. He suggested, in view of the situation, 

that the committee might wish to insert a provision similar ,to that 



contained in the last sub-paragraph of paragraph 11. 

Dr, STAI料R asked whether advisers enjoying the hospitality of 

governments also received allowances. 

The SECIET;JíY. replied that this depended on the nature of the assignment: 

a demonstration team remaining in a country for； a year did not receive a 

travelling allowance after arrival in the country; they received an install-

stion allowance and from that time on were on the same basis as staff 

members at Headquarters. Staff remaining for only a short period received 

travelling allowances. 

• i-fr. ROSELRNfelt that it would be impossible to 

adopt a sliding-scale system until it was adopted by other organizations 

but that the United Nations should be informed that it was considered 

desirable that such a system should be adopted. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL agreed with Mr. Roseman that it was desirable to 

aim at the adoption of a sliding-scale system and he looked forward, to the 

day when the United Nations and the specialized agencies would be able to 

agree in their assessment of living costs. He did not consider that the 

specialized agencies should introduce separate systems. In the meantime 

he agreed that 1ЛИ0 should make known to the Secretary-General its desire to 

arrive at an agreement on this subject as soon as possible. 

‘ Dr..van den BMG pointed out that living costs and travelling costs 

were not necessarily at the same level in each country. 

The SECRETARY said that another problem was that staff members working in 

the field w9re often in rural and difficult areas and living costs in the 

capital would be irrelevant. .... 

M r' s a i d t h a t he and his colleagues agreed to the insertion of 

the same paragraph as that ¿t the end of paragraph 11 (subject to certain 

minor changes to be agreed with-Mr‘ Siegel). 

It was agreed that the paragraph in question should be inserted.. 



The-iSECîlETAiiï reminded- the committee that the Executive Board had 
* 曾 

approved the document EB5/67 referred to in paragraph 38 with the 

reservation that it could be reconsidered if there were any. further 

questions raised by the Standing Committee, 

The CHAIRMAN said that the only further point was that the Secretary-

General. should be informed that WHO considered it desirable to adopt 
\ ‘ 

differential sbales of salaries and allowances as soon as practicable• 

Dr. van den BERG asked for the comments of the Director-General on 

paragraph 26t 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAX stated that the practice of "seconding" for longer 

or shorter periods had:been adopted on a fairly extensive scale. The first 

part of фЬе paragraph referred to the general problem of recruitment. When 

the Technical Assistance Programme started, work would increase very 

rapidly and it would be necessary to acquire suitable staff quickly; again 

the difficulty of geographical distribution would arise. If countries were 

asked to nominate candidates it sometimes took two months for nominations to 

arrive} and another two months elapsed before the appointed candidate could 

be released. It would obviously not be possible to wait from three to five 

months for staff to carry out the Technical Assistance Programme. 

Dr. van den BERG asked if it were the general practice to search the 

recruitment files. 

The DIRECTOR-GENERAL stated that 1 瑰rge numbers of applications were 

received but, generally speaking, most of. them were from people belonging to 

countries already over-represented; highly-qualified people were to be found 

in relatively few countries; in the small countries there were so few that 

they could rarely be spared. 

The CHAIRMAN stated that the paper preseinted by the working party would 

be submitted, together with the various coirnnentts by members of the committee} 
a s P a r t o f the report of the Standing Committee to the Executive Boards 

The meeting rose at 6 p,nf» 


